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November 4, 2021 

Good afternoon Chester County School District Families, Students, Faculty and Staff Members, 
  
Since I began my role as Superintendent of Chester County Schools, I have found the community to be 
welcoming and supportive. I am proud of our district for overcoming so many challenges during the 
pandemic. Unfortunately, it is with great disappointment that I am having to send this email today. 
Yesterday at 6:00 am, I was made aware of a disturbing video circulating on social media involving 
multiple students engaging in conversation that was inappropriate, hateful, and playing lightly on a 
very serious issue. The use of racial slurs and obscene language was present throughout the video.  
  
I want to make our community aware that this type of behavior is completely appalling and 
unacceptable. These actions not only hurt us as individuals but hurt Chester County School District as 
a whole. While I do understand the outrage felt by our community, we must keep in mind that these 
acts are not a reflection of the collective beliefs held by our students or staff members. We must, now 
more than ever, stand together to overcome adversity. 
  
I want to thank our school and district administrators for their swift action in response to this situation. 
There is a great interest from some community members on the outcome; however, due to student 
confidentiality laws, CCSD cannot disclose any specific disciplinary action imposed on any student. I can 
say with confidence that the outcome of disciplinary consequences will align with what is stated in 
CCSD Board policy. Behavior of this nature may result in suspension, or greater disciplinary action 
depending on the severity of the situation.  
  
We will continue to provide the resources and support to ensure that those who initiated, instigated 
or actively contributed to this incident are held accountable. They too need support and opportunities 
to learn and grow.  We are also going to look deeper into the root causes of this type of behavior so 
that change can be relevant and lasting.  
  
I would also like to acknowledge the maturity and resilience of Lewisville High School. As of right now, 
the school is taking the steps necessary to come together and allow the healing process to begin. The 
students have expressed several times that this is a school that stands united. I received an email from 
Lewisville High Student Council members with their intention to use this incident as an opportunity to 
educate and shed a light on this issue. I am proud of our student leadership at Lewisville High for being 
a shining example of peace, unity, and equality. 
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Our students must remain our focus as we unpack the layers. Therefore, moving forward, we will create 
safe spaces on our campuses to embrace our students’ voices and let them lead us to the change they 
seek and deserve. We, the CCSD community, must do better to ensure these kinds of offensive gestures 
and statements remain out of our schools. We are all better than this because we are—
ChesterCountyStrong! 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Antwon M. Sutton, Ed.D. 
Superintendent 
Chester County School District 
509 District Office Drive 
Chester, SC 29706 
803-385-6122 
#ChesterCountyStrong 
 
A Great Place to Grow - Committed to Excellence for All Students 


